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The Eyes are the 
         Windows into the Brain™ 

Eye movements 
are driven by a 
cascade of brain 
processes...

sensory transduction

cortical processing

target selection

Motor Output

Perceptual
Processing

Low-level

Pandas

vision

Meaning of Life

Millions of neurons, connected by Billions of Synapses, relay
information from the Retina through cortex then out through 
output nuclei to drive the eye muscles.  The speed and quality 
of this processing can be read out using eye movements.  

Smooth Pursuit   

stabilizes the moving image 
of a target object on the retina

Saccades

quickly flick the eye to place 
the target image on high-Acuity 
portion of the retina



Modern oculomotor measurement techniques  
have evolved over the last century

GOVERNMENT WARNING: Cartoon eye 
movements are not physiologically accurate.  

From Edmund Huey’s apparatus
that was mechanically attached 
to the eye .....  

to Raymond Dodge and his

Photochronograph that used a 
                  falling photographic plate

to Alfred YARBUS 
and his fixed-camera
method that is still
in use today 



  Standardized oculomotor tasks and metrics
have been designed to measure aspects of how 
     different brain circuits function 

initiation metrics indicate how well the retina 
transduces visual signals, via all downstream circuitry

sluggish

zippy

 Speed and direction tuning metrics measure 
responsiveness and variability in the percept

noisy

calm

traditional tracking metrics, like gain, indicate 
how well the eye matches the target speed

average

exceptional



For some brain impairments, eye movements  
tests can detect the altered state including ....

drug
toxicity

and fatigue

GOVERNMENT WARNING: Cartoon eye 
movements are not physiologically accurate.  



Oculomotor signs of brain disease, insult, and
injury have been catalogued over the last century

     ... Although ...
some were even known to 
   ancient physicians

 
                          

Written in 1600 BCE

 the edwin smith
 papyrus tells of

 
                          

GAZE

 
                          

MISALIGNMENT

 
                          

 that can occur 
from traumatic
brain injury

 
                          



Well-known field assessments were developed 

to make rapid decisions about brain health

One example is the field sobriety test ....

First, straight ahead
gaze is assessed

Next, Eccentric
gaze is assessed

Steady, Maybe with a 
few small saccades

Under intoxication,
gaze is not steady

This sawtooth pattern is called Nystagmus, 
an oculomotor sign of degraded brain health



Oculomotor testing can detect ....

Wha?

Woah...

Ow...

whether a change in performance has occurred 

People with exceptional dynamic visual abilities

and whether performance is stable over time 

neuroFit products are not intended to diagnose,
treat, cure, or prevent any disease.



And regular testing can help keep you
           at the top of your game
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